FISU recognised sports are those identified and admitted as being of interest to the University Sports Movement. Events organised in these sports may be endorsed by FISU.

1. Letter of application from the International Federation (IF) of the concerned sport stating its interest in becoming a FISU recognised sport

2. The applicant IF must be an organisation recognised by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and/or GAISF, and must have signed-up and be fully committed to the WADA Anti-Doping Code

3. Application dossier:
   - Continental distribution of the sport
   - Gender equity
   - Support letters from NF and NUSF

4. FISU assessment and final decision

5. FISU will sign a MOU with the IF. Event endorsed by FISU may be organised by the IF.

If you are interested in joining FISU, please send your application to championships@fis.net